Common Mistakes Made While Installing an AC or Heat Pump System

And How to Easily Avoid Them
Common Mistake #1: Wrong Refrigeration Piping Sizes and Connections
•

Some individuals fail to use the correct diameter of refrigeration piping when running it long
distances, which decreases system performance and efficiency. When installing refrigeration
lines, make sure you have the correct size line based on the length of run. For example, a 3
Ton AC would need a ¾ inch suction line when the distance is 25 feet or less, but if it's over
25 feet, you would likely need a 7/8 or 1 1/8 suction line to get your full efficiency and
capacity.
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For extended compressor life, if you're running a lineset longer than 80ft, you'll need the
following accessories:
1. Crankcase Heater – This will minimize the risk of oil migration during the off cycle.
2. TXV (Thermostatic Expansion Valve) – This will auto regulate a refrigerant subcooling of
around 6° which is ideal for a long lineset.
3. Hard-Start Capacitor – This will help the compressor during startup with the extra work
required from an increased refrigerant charge level.
4. Liquid Line Solenoid – This will minimize the risk of oil migration during the off cycle of
condensers (not for heat pump use).

•
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Some installers fail to install an oil trap or inverted loop on the suction line near the indoor
coil, which is needed in some circumstances. If the indoor evaporator coil is mounted above
the outdoor condenser, an inverted loop is required. If the indoor evaporator coil is mounted
15 feet or more below the outdoor condenser, an oil trap is required. The oil trap is usually
around 6 inches high, and is often constructed by soldering together several 90 degree or 45
degree copper fittings.
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Common Mistake #2: Equipment Mismatching
z A mistake some individuals make is mismatching their new condenser or heat pump to an old
indoor evaporator coil. If you have an old AC or heat pump that is 13 SEER or less, you will
need to replace the old evaporator coil with the appropriately sized new coil and orifice (or
TXV). Always check your new condenser’s or heat pump’s specification sheet for the correct
model coils that can be used. If the a new evaporator coil isn’t installed and the old one is
used instead, this can cause a variety of poor operation symptoms including improper cooling,
evaporator coil freeze-up, and high electric bills.

Common Mistake # 3: Inadequate Airflow
z From time to time we hear of some customers who wonder why their evaporator coil freezes
up or why the system is not cooling enough. This issue is most commonly caused by improper
airflow across the indoor evaporator coil. If the airflow isn't correct, it will be impossible to get
an accurate refrigerant charge in they system which will cause a host of other problems.
Before your AC system is charged, just make sure you have about 400 CFM (Cubic Feet per
Minute) of airflow per 1 ton of cooling. For example, a 2.5 ton AC system would require 1000
CFM (2.5 x400=1000). Airflow on most furnaces and air handlers is adjustable by selecting an
alternate blower motor speed to be used when the equipment is in cooling mode. See the
manufacturer’s installation instructions for that equipment for how to easily do so.
z Make sure you have adequte clearance on the sides and top of the outdoor AC condenser/heat
pump. If you have too many bushes or shrubs next to the condenser/heat pump, the airflow
across the condenser coil will be reduced. This can lead to high system pressures, insufficiant
cooling, and increased operating costs.
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Common Mistake # 4: Improper Condensation Drainage
z If you find that the condensation water isn't draining from your evaporator coil, you may want
to check and make sure you have a “P” trap installed on the condensation drain connection.
Without a “P” trap, the drain can't create a positive seal between the air moving across the coil
and the condensation trying to drain.
z If you're installing an AC system above an unconditioned space such as an attic, National Code
requires that a secondary drain pan be installed underneath the air handler or evaporator coil.
The secondary drain pan is designed to protect your home in the event that your drain line
gets clogged. Instead of damaging your ceiling, the condensation water will be collected by
the secondary drain pan.

Common Mistake #5: Improper Electrical
z Make sure to have the correct electrical connection and wire gauge running to the condenser,
heat pump, air handler or furnace. Always check the data plate on the equipment to make
sure you have the correct voltage and amperage electrical line. Most condensers, heat pumps
and air handlers will operate with 240 volts and most fuel furnaces operate at 120 votls.
z Always make sure you have the correctly sized breaker for the equipment. Your equipment
will specifically tell you what the MOP or maximum overcurret protection is. Never install a
breaker larger than that specified for the equipment. Doing so puts you at risk of a fire due to

potential overheating of the wires.
z Your AC system will not operate properly if your equipment isn't grounded. Always make sure
your equipment has a proper ground. This means that for 220 volt equipment, there will be
three conductors total: two hots, and one ground.
z National Code will require your equipment to have a saftey disconnect installed in direct site of
the equipment. The safety disconnect should be installed for safety and servicablilty reasons.
Both your air handler / furnace and the outside condenser has to have some form of a
disconnect switch.

*Customers should always follow the manufacturer's installation and operating instructions.
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